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Introduction: Recent observations of the martian 

atmosphere indicate a concentration of ~10-30 ppbv of 
methane that may vary in concentration over the plan-
ets surface [1, 2]. However, methane is quickly lost to 
atmospheric chemical reactions (i.e. photolysis), with 
an atmospheric residence time on the order of 300 
years requiring  that ~107 moles are delivered to the 
atmosphere each year to keep the present concentration 
assuming conservative values for crustal permeability 
and oxygen fugacity [3, 4]. The potential sources of 
methane include 1) the product of subsurface microor-
ganisms, 2) a result of subsurface volcanism, 3) very 
near surface hydrothermal activity, 4) a thermody-
namic instability of subsurface deposits in the form of 
methane clathrate, or 5) generated by atmospheric re-
actions [3, 5-9]. The source of the methane must be in 
contact with the atmosphere replenish the atmospheric 
reservoir to deliver the ~800 kg/sol needed to be in 
steady state (compared to 2Tg/day generated from 
mostly biologic processes on the Earth). How deep in 
the subsurface the methane source is has yet to be de-
tected. If the methane is produced biologically in the 
subsurface (>10 m), it should be decoupled from both 
diurnal and seasonal variations because of the insolat-
ing characteristics of the Martian soil and supply a 
steady state of methane [10, 11].  

Recent measurement of large quantities of hydro-
gen in the upper meter of Martian surface by Mars 
Global Surveyor indicates that either water ice or hy-
drated minerals exist in concentrations that vary from 
2-10% near the equator to above 20% pole-ward of 
55° latitude [12-15]. In order for subsurface generated 
methane to reach the atmosphere, it must first diffuse 
through the Martian subsurface which consists of vari-
ous sized particles or bedrock with fissures that have 
pore spaces which the methane gas can pass through. 
These transport pathways may become filled by ice 
crystals, and isolate the source from the atmsophere. 
The rate of diffusion through these materials is largely 
unconstrained and thus modeling efforts to understand 
potential sources of sub-surface methane generation 
and transport are poorly understood. With upcoming 
orbital missions to map the subsurface with RADAR 
(SHARAD and MARSIS) and perhaps a future orbital 
methane atmosphere mapper, we have conducted a 
series of experiments to understand the mechanisms of 
methane diffusion and transport through the Martian 
regolith. 
Apparatus:  Figure 1 shows a schematic of the ex-
perimental apparatus.  Regolith is held in a vacuum 

chamber at reduced pressure, 80 Torr, and at tempera-
tures between 253 K and 300 K. The pressure was 
chosen because it potentially represents subsurface 
pressures and will help to reduce water sublimation at 
the experimental temperatures. The chamber is divided 
by a gate valve into two sections, an upper chamber 
for the regolith and a lower chamber that contains the 
methane. The regolith simulant is held up by two 5-
micron molecular sieves. A third molecular sieve is 
placed in the junction between the gate valve and the 
regolith chamber to prevent contamination of the gate 
valve by dust.  

Prior to an experiment run, the sample is prepared 
in the upper chamber, and the chamber is pumped 
down to 80 Torr of air with the sealed gate valve. The 
lower chamber is then filled with an identical pressure 
of methane. The run starts when the gate valve is 
opened. Small volumes of atmospheric gas (~10µL) 
above the regolith are passed through a series valves 
and into a flame ionization detector (FID) operated at 
ambient atmospheric pressure. Due to the limited 
number of samples taken, the pressure drop in the re-
golith chamber was on the order of 0.1 Torr. For each 
data run, the maximum FID voltage observed during 
the sampling is recorded. Calibration runs have shown 
that this quantity scales as a cubic with the concentra-
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Figure 1. The experimental set up. 
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tion of methane. The chamber is placed into a large 
freezer to control the regolith temperature. The system 
is controlled using LabView and a National Instru-
ments DAQPad 6016. 

The eventual objective of this experiment is to ex-
amine the diffusion of methane at various temperatures 
and water concentrations through a Mars regolith 
stimulant currently under development at JPL. So far, 
data collection has been limited to engineering runs 
with glass beads of known diameters: 

 coarse glass with 98.3% of the diameters between 
1 mm and 500 µm. The packing of beads results in 
an air/glass ratio of .65 for the simulated regolith 
length. 

 medium glass with 77% of diameters between 
125-250 µm, and 22.3% between 63-125µm. The 
packing of beads results in an air/glass ratio of 
.64. 

 fine glass consisting of 54.3% diameters < 45 µm, 

33% between 45-63 µm and 12.7% between 63-
125 µm. This material packed the tightest with an 
air/glass ratio of .61. 

Experiment runs have been restricted so far to tem-
peratures at or above 253 K due to the freezing of the 
gate valve mechanism.  
Results: Figure 2 shows time profiles for the FID 
maximum in runs taken at various temperatures 
through the glass fines. In these (and subsequent) runs, 
the regolith chamber was filled with 20 cm of material. 
Here, the data have been normalized for each curve to 
emphasize the difference in equilibration timescales. 
As might be expected, the equilibration timescale in-
creases as the temperature decreases. 

Figure 3 shows equilibration profiles for fine, me-
dium and coarse glass, as well as for the empty cham-
ber at 263 K. During the period before about 1800 
seconds, it would appear that equilibration is slower 
with decreasing glass size. This would seem to indicate 
that the smaller beads have a more efficient packing, 
resulting in a smaller amount of pore space available 
for methane diffusion. 

The experimental runs performed so far have prin-
cipally been to characterize the experiment. Currently 
we have begun to experiment on basalt samples mixed 
with water ice percentages, up to saturation, at around 
20% ice/dirt ratios.  
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Figure 3. Time profiles of the maximum FID voltage 
for all three sizes of glass at 263 K, with the empty 
chamber for comparison. Inset (a) shows detail at 
shorter timescales. As the pore space is restricted, the 
equilibration slows. 

Figure 2. Time profiles of the maximum FID volt-
age for glass fines at various temperatures. As the 
temperature decreases, the equilibration slows. 
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